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(54) LASER 3D PRINTER

(57) A laser 3D printer presents a tubular compart-
ment (8); a lifting platform (12) engaged in a sliding man-
ner in the tubular compartment (8); a dispenser (23) for
feeding a given amount of powdered material (3) onto
the lifting platform (12); a distributor (30) for distributing
the powdered material (3) over the lifting platform (12);
and a laser printing head (4) for sintering the powdered
material (3) laid on the lifting platform (12); the dispenser
(23) being defined by two pipes (24, 27), which are co-
axial, are mobile with respect to one another about a
rotation axis (25), and have respective openings (26, 29)
configured for facing each other radially so as to define
an outlet for the powdered material (3) from the dispenser
(23) itself.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a laser 3D print-
er.
[0002] In particular, the present invention relates to a
laser 3D printer of the type comprising a substantially
vertical tubular compartment, which extends downwards
starting from an end plane; a lifting platform engaged in
a sliding manner in the tubular compartment; a feeding
unit for feeding a powdered material onto the lifting plat-
form; and a laser printing head for sintering the powdered
material laid on the lifting platform.
[0003] The lifting platform is progressively lowered to
enable the feeding unit to feed each time a new layer of
powdered material onto the lifting platform at the end of
each operating cycle of the laser printing head.
[0004] Generally, the feeding unit comprises a dis-
penser for feeding a given amount of powdered material
onto the lifting platform and a distributor for distributing
the powdered material on the lifting platform itself.
[0005] The dispenser normally comprises a paddle
wheel or a wheel with dispensing chamber configured
for transferring the powdered material from a contain-
ment tank to the lifting platform.
[0006] The distributor normally comprises an elongat-
ed plate, which is made to advance in a transverse di-
rection to distribute the powdered material over the lifting
platform.
[0007] Known laser 3D printers of the type described
above present some drawbacks mainly resulting from
the fact that, to guarantee proper and precise dispensing
of the powdered material onto the lifting platform, the
paddle wheel or the wheel with dispensing chamber must
present relatively high processing tolerances and is
hence relatively complex and costly.
[0008] The aim of the present invention is to provide a
laser 3D printer that will be free from the drawbacks de-
scribed above and that will be simple and economically
advantageous to produce.
[0009] According to the present invention a laser 3D
printer is provided as specified in the annexed claims.
[0010] The present invention will now be described
with reference to the annexed drawings, which illustrate
a non-limiting example of embodiment thereof and in
which:

Figure 1 is a schematic lateral view, with parts in
cross-sectional view and parts removed for reasons
of clarity, of a preferred embodiment of the laser 3D
printer according to the present invention;
Figures 2 and 3 are two schematic lateral views, with
parts removed for reasons of clarity, of a first detail
of the laser 3D printer of Figure 1 illustrated in two
different operative positions;
Figure 4 is a schematic perspective view of a first
detail of Figures 2 and 3;
Figure 5 is a schematic plan view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity, of a second detail of Figures 2

and 3;
Figure 6 is a schematic lateral view, with parts re-
moved for reasons of clarity, of a second detail of
the laser 3D printer of Figure 1 illustrated in two dif-
ferent operative positions;
Figure 7 is a schematic lateral view, with parts in
cross section and parts removed for reasons of clar-
ity, of a detail of Figure 6;
Figure 8 is a schematic perspective view of a third
detail of Figures 2 and 3; and
Figure 9 is a schematic perspective view of a fourth
detail of Figures 2 and 3.

[0011] With reference to Figures 1, 2, and 3, designat-
ed as a whole by 1 is a laser 3D printer for producing
three-dimensional objects 2 by sintering of a powdered
material 3 using a laser head 4.
[0012] The printer 1 comprises a supporting frame 5,
which in turn comprises a bottom box-shaped body 6 and
a top box-shaped body 7 connected together along a
substantially horizontal plane P of separation.
[0013] The body 6 houses within it a tubular compart-
ment 8, which has a longitudinal axis 9 parallel to a sub-
stantially vertical direction 10 perpendicular to the plane
P, extends downwards starting from the plane P, and has
a cross section having a substantially square shape.
[0014] The compartment 8 is limited by a side wall 11
engaged in a sliding manner by a lifting platform 12, which
extends perpendicular to the direction 10 and is mobile
along the compartment 8 in the direction 10 itself under
the thrust of a driving device (known and not illustrated).
[0015] The platform 12 is connected to a known vibrat-
ing device (not illustrated) designed to impart on the plat-
form 12 itself vibrations according to a given law.
[0016] The compartment 8 is inserted within a collec-
tion chamber 13, which extends downwards starting from
the plane P, moreover extends around the wall 11, and
is limited by a side wall 14.
[0017] The walls 11, 14 define between them an an-
nular channel 15, which communicates with the compart-
ment 8 via a plurality of openings 16, which are made in
an intermediate point of the wall 11 and are distributed
about the axis 9.
[0018] According to what is illustrated in Figure 5, the
channel 15 has a substantially U-shaped inlet section,
and is closed by the plane P on a fourth side thereof.
[0019] The chamber 13 has an outlet 17 for the material
3 from the channel 15 and is limited by a bottom wall 18,
which is configured for feeding the material 3 towards
the outlet 17 and in particular is inclined downwards.
[0020] The printer 1 further comprises a feeding unit
19 for feeding the material 3 onto the platform 12.
[0021] The unit 19 comprises a top tank 20 mounted
on the body 7, and a dispensing and distribution unit 21
mounted above the plane P and connected to the tank
20 via a vibrating feeding duct 22.
[0022] With reference to Figures 2, 3, 8, and 9, the unit
21 comprises a dispensing device 23, in turn comprising
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a fixed inner pipe 24, which has a longitudinal axis 25
parallel to the plane P and transverse to the direction 10,
is coupled in an angularly fixed way to the frame 5, and
communicates with the duct 22.
[0023] The pipe 24 has a slit 26, which is made through
the pipe 24 parallel to the axis 25, and faces the plane P.
[0024] The device 23 further comprises a rotating outer
pipe 27, which extends around the pipe 24 coaxially
thereto about the axis 25 and is coupled in a rotating
manner to the pipe 24 for rotating, with respect to the
pipe 24 and under the thrust of a driving device 28, about
the axis 25 itself.
[0025] The pipe 27 has a slit 29, which is made through
the pipe 27 and winds in a helix about the axis 25 ac-
cording to an angle of substantially 180°.
[0026] According to what is illustrated in Figures 2, 3,
and 4, the unit 21 further comprises a distributor 30, which
has the shape of a hopper converging towards the plane
P, extends in a direction 31 parallel to the axis 25, and
is mounted between the plane P and the dispensing de-
vice 23.
[0027] The distributor 30 is limited underneath by a
plane face 32, and is provided with a spatula 33, which
extends in the direction 31, and projects downwards from
the face 32 itself.
[0028] The distributor 30 is mobile, with respect to the
dispensing device 23 and above the compartment 8, in
a feeding direction 34 parallel to the plane P and orthog-
onal to the directions 10 and 31 with a reciprocating rec-
tilinear motion comprising a forward stroke and a return
stroke.
[0029] In this connection, it should be pointed out that,
at the end of the return stroke, the distributor 30 sets itself
underneath the dispensing device 23.
[0030] The distributor 30 is displaced in the direction
34 by a driving device 35 comprising a belt conveyor 36,
in turn comprising a belt 37 wound in a loop about a pair
of pulleys 38, one of which is motor-driven in an intermit-
tent way and which are mounted so as to turn about re-
spective rotation axes 39 parallel to one another and to
the direction 31.
[0031] The device 35 further comprises an engage-
ment plate 40, which is fixed to the belt 37, and carries
connected thereto a rocker 41 projecting upwards from
the distributor 30.
[0032] The rocker 41 is hinged to the plate 40 so as to
turn, with respect to the plate 40, about a pivot axis 42
parallel to the direction 31 between a lowered, operating,
position (illustrated with a solid line in Figure 6), in which
the plane of vertical symmetry of the distributor 30 is per-
pendicular to the plane P, and a raised, resting, position
(illustrated with a dashed line in Figure 6), in which the
plane of vertical symmetry of the distributor 30 is inclined
with respect to the plane P and the spatula 33 is raised
with respect to the plane P itself.
[0033] With reference to Figures 6 and 7, the distributor
30 is locked in its operating position and in its resting
position by a locking device 43 comprising a pair of slots

44, which are provided in the plate 40 and are circumfer-
entially aligned with respect to one another about the axis
42.
[0034] The device 43 further comprises an engage-
ment ball 45, which is mounted in a top arm of the rocker
41 and is displaced into a locking position, in which the
ball 45 engages one of the slots 44, and normally kept
therein, by a spring 46 set between the rocker 41 and
the ball 45 itself.
[0035] At the end of the return stroke, the distributor
30 is displaced into its operating position by a first end-
of-travel element 47 designed to come into contact with
a bottom arm of the rocker 41.
[0036] At the end of the forward stroke, the distributor
30 is displaced into its resting position by a second end-
of-travel element 48 designed to come into contact with
the bottom arm of the rocker 41.
[0037] Finally, the printer 1 comprises a device 49 for
recycling the material 3 collected in the chamber 13 and
fed to the outlet 17.
[0038] The device 49 comprises: a bottom tank 50 set
underneath the outlet 17; a chute 51, which extends be-
tween the outlet 17 and the tank 50; a filter 52 mounted
at the inlet of the chute 51; and an auger 53 designed to
transfer the material 3 from the tank 50 to the tank 20.
[0039] Operation of the printer 1 will now be described
starting from an instant in which:

the platform 12 is set at a distance from the plane P
that is approximately equal to the thickness of a layer
of material 3; and

the distributor 30 is set in its operating position un-
derneath the dispensing device 23.

[0040] The rotating outer pipe 27 is set in rotation about
the axis 25 by the driving device 28 so as to enable the
slit 29 to align radially with the slit 26 and define an outlet
opening (not illustrated) for the material 3 from the dis-
pensing device 23.
[0041] Since the slit 29 winds in a helix about the axis
25 according to an angle substantially equal to 180°, the
aforesaid outlet opening (not illustrated) for exit of the
material 3 from the device 23 progressively advances
along the axis 25 so as to deposit a homogeneous layer
of material 3 within the distributor 30.
[0042] At the end of a rotation through 180° of the pipe
27 about the axis 25, the slit 29 disengages the slit 26,
and the outlet opening (not illustrated) is closed during
the next rotation through 180° of the pipe 27 itself.
[0043] Once the material 3 has been fed into the dis-
tributor 30, the distributor 30 is displaced above the com-
partment 8 with its forward stroke in the direction 34 so
as to distribute the material 3 over the platform 12.
[0044] At the end of its forward stroke, the distributor
30 is first displaced into its resting position by the element
48, and is then displaced above the compartment 8 in its
return stroke, without interfering with the material 3.
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[0045] At the end of the return stroke, the distributor
30 is again displaced into its operating position by the
element 47. The above operating cycle of the dispensing
and distribution unit 21 is repeated and combined with
lowering of the platform 12 so as to create an object 2.
[0046] During production of the object 2, the platform
12 is always set above the openings 16.
[0047] Once the object 2 is obtained, the platform 12
is lowered below the openings 16 and set in vibration so
as to enable the material 3 to exit from the compartment
8, enter the chamber 13, and proceed towards the outlet
17.
[0048] The material 3 is fed from the outlet 17 through
the filter 52, along the chute 51, and into the tank 50, and
is finally again fed into the tank 20 by the auger 53.
[0049] In connection with what has been set forth
above, it should be pointed out that the printer 1 is pro-
vided with an electronic control unit (not illustrated) con-
figured for selectively controlling the rotation speed of
the pipe 27 about the axis 25 when the slits 26, 29 face
one another so as to compensate the different pressures
of the material 3 at the ends of the pipe 24.
[0050] In particular, the rotation speed of the pipe 27
is lower when the outlet opening (not illustrated) for exit
of the material 3 from the dispensing device 23 is set at
the end of the pipe 24 further away from the duct 22 and
higher when the outlet opening (not illustrated) for exit of
the material 3 from the dispensing device 23 is set at the
end of the pipe 24 closer to the duct 22 itself.
[0051] The printer 1 therefore presents the advantage
that the dispensing device 23 enables dispensing of the
material 3 into the distributor 30 in a homogeneous and
uniform way throughout the length of the pipe 24.

Claims

1. A laser 3D printer comprising a substantially vertical
tubular compartment (8), which extends downwards
starting from a plane (P); a lifting platform (12) en-
gaged in a sliding manner in the tubular compartment
(8); a feeding unit (19) mounted above the plane (P)
for feeding a powdered material (3) onto the lifting
platform (12); and a laser printing head (4) for sin-
tering the powdered material (3) laid on the lifting
platform (12); the feeding unit (19) comprising a dis-
penser (23) for feeding a given amount of powdered
material (3) onto the lifting platform (12) and a dis-
tributor (30) for distributing the powdered material
(3) over the lifting platform (12) itself; and being char-
acterized in that the dispenser (23) comprises an
inner pipe (24) and an outer pipe (27), which are
coaxial, are mobile with respect to one another about
a rotation axis (25), and have respective openings
(26, 29) configured for radially facing one another
following upon their relative motion about the rotation
axis (25) so as to define an outlet for the powdered
material (3) from the dispenser (23).

2. The laser 3D printer according to Claim 1, wherein
the opening (26) of the inner pipe (24) has the shape
of a slit parallel to the rotation axis (25).

3. The laser 3D printer according to Claim 1 or Claim
2, wherein the opening (29) of the outer pipe (27)
has the shape of a slit wound in a helix that extends
about and along said rotation axis (25).

4. The laser 3D printer according to Claim 3, wherein
the opening (29) of the outer pipe (27) is wound in a
helix that extends about and along said rotation axis
(25) according to an angle substantially equal to
180°.

5. The laser 3D printer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the inner pipe (24) is fixed
and the outer pipe (27) is mounted so as to rotate
about the rotation axis (25).

6. The laser 3D printer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims and further comprising an electronic
control unit configured for selectively controlling the
rotation speed of the outer pipe (27) about the rota-
tion axis (25) as a function of the position of the outlet
for the powdered material (3) from the dispenser (23)
along the rotation axis (25) itself.

7. The laser 3D printer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the distributor (30) has the
shape of a hopper converging towards the plane (P)
and is configured for receiving the powdered material
(3) from the dispenser (23).

8. The laser 3D printer according to Claim 7, wherein
the distributor (30) is limited by a bottom face (32)
and has a spatula (33) projecting downwards from
the bottom face (32) itself.

9. The laser 3D printer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the distributor (30) is mount-
ed between the plane (P) and the dispenser (23).
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